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Abstract
Recent studies of human respiratory secretions using
culture-independent techniques have found a surprisingly
diverse array of microbes. Interactions among these
community members can profoundly impact microbial
survival, persistence and antibiotic susceptibility
and, consequently, disease progression. Studies of
polymicrobial interactions in the human microbiota have
shown that the taxonomic and structural compositions,
and resulting behaviours, of microbial communities differ
substantially from those of the individual constituent
species and in ways of clinical importance. These studies
primarily involved oral and gastrointestinal microbiomes.
While the field of polymicrobial respiratory disease is
relatively young, early findings suggest that respiratory
tract microbiota members also compete and cooperate
in ways that may influence disease outcomes. Ongoing
efforts therefore focus on how these findings can
inform more ’enlightened’, rational approaches to
combat respiratory infections. Among the most common
respiratory diseases involving polymicrobial infections
are cystic fibrosis (CF), non-CF bronchiectasis, COPD
and ventilator-associated pneumonia. While respiratory
microbiota can be diverse, two of the most common
and best-studied members are Staphylococcus aureus
and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, which exhibit a range
of competitive and cooperative interactions. Here, we
review the state of research on pulmonary coinfection
with these pathogens, including their prevalence,
combined and independent associations with patient
outcomes, and mechanisms of those interactions that
could influence lung health. Because P. aeruginosa–S.
aureus coinfection is common and well studied in CF, this
disease serves as the paradigm for our discussions on
these two organisms and inform our recommendations
for future studies of polymicrobial interactions in
pulmonary disease.

Introduction
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Antonie van Leeuwenhoek noted during his first
microscopic observations in the 16th century that
micro-organisms rarely live in isolation.1 However,
only during the past few decades have researchers
began to examine how interactions between
microbes might influence their human hosts. This
recent interest in the clinical consequences of
polymicrobial interactions is largely fuelled by the
broader application of deep-sequencing technologies to human microbiota, identifying highly abundant and diverse communities throughout the body.

The resulting enhanced insight into the composition of host-associated microbiota has spurred
investigation into how the behaviours of microbial
communities differ from those of their individual
constituents, and how polymicrobial community
interactions influence disease progression and treatment efficacy. Investigation of microbial community interactions in dental and gut communities
reveal the following key lessons which may inform
our discussions of respiratory communities: (1) a
‘healthy’ microbial community may defend against
invading pathogens2; (2) the presence of certain
keystone species and spatial organisation drive
community development, composition and functional behaviours3; and (3) community members
interact/collaborate metabolically in ways that are
difficult to predict by studying individual species.4
The investigation of polymicrobial infections in
the respiratory tract has been dominated by studies
of the genetic disease cystic fibrosis (CF). The
airways of people with CF are infected with an abundant, dynamic and diverse array of micro-organisms
throughout the course of their lives, offering investigators a unique opportunity to interrogate microbial
interactions and adaptations. The CF respiratory
pathogens commonly identified by culture include
Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus,
Stenotrophomonas maltophilia and multiple species
of Achromobacter, Haemophilus and Burkholderia
cepacia complex.5 Of these, P. aeruginosa and S.
aureus are the most frequently cultured CF pathogens, and their co-isolation has been observed
since Dorothy Andersen’s initial descriptions of the
disease.6 As CF is among the best-studied chronic
respiratory infection, the vast majority of studies
of polymicrobial airway infections have focused on
P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. These studies, most of
which were performed in vitro or in animal models,
have revealed a range of clinically important interactions that may promote microbial growth and
survival, enhance antimicrobial tolerance and/or
alter virulence factor production. Understanding
the mechanisms of these interactions and their clinical relevance, if any, is essential to rationally guide
current therapies and to develop improved treatments for respiratory infections.
In addition to CF, polymicrobial infections
commonly occur with other chronic airway diseases,
including non-CF bronchiectasis, COPD and ventilator-associated pneumonia. Table 1 summarises
published clinical studies on respiratory microbial
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Help, hinder, hide and harm: what can we learn from
the interactions between Pseudomonas aeruginosa
and Staphylococcus aureus during respiratory
infections?
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Study

Number

Country

Age (years)

Specimen

Analysis

P. aeruginosa (%)

S. aureus (%)

Coinfection (%)

Outcome
analysed?

Various†

Culture

NA

59

29

Yes

Cystic fibrosis*
 
35

n=283

Germany

0–57 (md 7)

 
36

n=354

USA

6–32.8 (mean 15.7)

Various

Culture

30‡

11.9§

11.0¶

Yes

 
40

n=234

USA

25.4±10.9

Various

Culture

26

32

31

Yes

 
37

n=84

Canada

>18

Sputum

Culture

60

24

12

Yes

 
39

n=100

USA

0.4–16.9 (mean 9.1)

Various

Culture

46

88

40?

No

 
41

n=419

France

23.1±9.8 (mean±SD)

Sputum

Culture

67

72

60

Yes

 
43

n=111

USA

<6

BAL

Culture

53

24

18

Yes

 
44

n=81

USA

≤13

OP

Culture

19

33

8.6

Yes

Non-CF bronchiectasis
 
86

n=150

Saudi Arabia

7.3±4.1 (mean±SD)

NP, sputum

Culture

16

7

NA

No

 
87

n=93

UK

1.6–18.8 (md 7.2)

Various

Culture

6

8

NA

No

 
88

n=111

Turkey

1–17.5 (md 7.4)

Sputum

Culture

11

17

NA

No

 
89

n=136

UK

3–18 (md 12.1)

Various

Culture

11

4

NA

No

 
90

n=92

Ireland

1.5–13 (md 6.4)

Sputum, BAL

Culture

9

15

NA

No

 
91

n=104

Australia

0.4–12.9 (md 2.4)

BAL

Culture

0

3

0

No

 
92

n=113

Australia

0.4–12.9 (md 2.4)

BAL

Culture

2

5

0

Yes

 
93

n=2596

Various (Europe)

57–74 (md 67)

Various

Culture

15

6

NA

Yes, not
coinfection

Ventilator-associated pneumonia
 
94

n=12

UK

23–70 (md 43.5)

BAL

16S sequencing

350 000 OTU†

150 000 OTU

NA

No

 
95

n=43

USA

65.9±16.8

BAL

Culture

40

28

NA

No

 
96

n=36

India

18–78

ETA

Culture

3.77

9.43

0

No

 
97

n=20

UK

20–79

ETT

16S DGGE

20

30

5

No

 
98‡

n=107

UK

>18 (mean 54)

Dental, BAL, NAL

Culture PCR

23, 29, 4

43, 37, 14

10, NA, NA

No

*For CF, only studies reporting coinfection are included.
†Cough swab, sputum or bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL).
‡Chronic infection >50% positive cultures.
§Chronic MRSA (≥3 previous cultures positive).
¶Chronic coinfection with P. aeruginosa and MRSA.
CF, cystic fibrosis; DGGE, denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis; ETA, endotracheal aspiration; ETT, endotracheal tube; md, median; MRSA, methicillin-resistant S. aureus; NA, not analysed; NAL, non-directed
alveolar lavage; NP, nasopharyngeal; OP, oropharyngeal swabs; OTT, operational taxonomic units.

communities and reveals that while P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
coinfections are common in chronic airway diseases, their interactions during these infections remain relatively unexamined. In
addition to sharing similar microbial communities, these chronic
airway diseases have many pathophysiological similarities,
including reduced airway clearance, heightened yet unproductive inflammatory response and persistent infections often recalcitrant to treatment.7 By integrating the knowledge gained from
the study of microbial interactions in these airway diseases, we
may identify general principles regarding how microbes interact
during airway infections. Moreover, we can apply the resulting
knowledge to emerging areas, including infections beyond
the lung and commensal microbiota.
Because of the importance of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus as a
binary model system for studying polymicrobial interactions in
human disease, here we review the current state of this field and
discuss how published analyses may be used as a paradigm to
inform further studies in similar chronic airway diseases. Several
excellent reviews have recently been published regarding the in
vitro interactions between P. aeruginosa and S. aureus.8 9 We will
focus on what is known (and not known) about the clinical relevance of these findings, in order to examine how current treatments might be improved and to identify important gaps in the
literature for future study.
Limoli DH, Hoffman LR. Thorax 2019;74:684–692. doi:10.1136/thoraxjnl-2018-212616

Epidemiology of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
infections in cystic fibrosis: compete or coexist?
S. aureus is the micro-organism cultured most frequently, and
often the earliest, from CF respiratory samples. In 2016, more
than 70% of people with CF in the USA were culture positive
for S. aureus, and approximately 30% of individuals between
the ages of 10 and 30 years were positive for methicillin-resistant S. aureus (MRSA).5 P. aeruginosa, on the other hand, is
cultured only intermittently from young patients with CF, but it
predominates later in life, with approximately 60% of patients
infected by age 30.5 The general inverse patterns of infection by
P. aeruginosa and S. aureus has led to speculation that competition between these organisms prevents their coexistence during
infection or that the conditions favouring the persistence of
these organisms in the airway are present at different phases of
CF pulmonary infection.

Reciprocal interspecies exclusion/inclusion during respiratory
infection may influence infection patterns
Speculation that S. aureus may prevent or delay the acquisition
of initial P. aeruginosa infections is based, in part, on studies
indicating that paediatric patients undergoing prophylactic
anti-Staphylococcus treatment may be at a higher risk for P.
685
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Table 1 P. aeruginosa and S. aureus infections in pulmonary disease
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demonstrate early P. aeruginosa isolates competitively exclude S.
aureus during coculture,19–23 supporting the hypothesis that P.
aeruginosa infection decreases the likelihood of S. aureus infection. These hypotheses are supported by several in vitro studies
that demonstrate P. aeruginosa can inhibit the growth or reduce
the viability of S. aureus through multiple mechanisms, including
sequestration of iron, production of extracellular proteases and
surfactants, and inhibition of S. aureus respiration via production
of redox-active secondary metabolites, including 2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquinoline-N-oxide (HQNO) and the phenazine molecule
pyocyanin.20 23–32 As discussed below, these interactions are in
turn impacted by P. aeruginosa adaptive genetic changes during
chronic infection, further complicating this model of interaction.33 34 The mechanisms of these interactions have been extensively reviewed elsewhere and we refer the reader to excellent
reviews by Hotterbeek et al8 and Nguyen et al.9

One third of patients with CF are coinfected with P.
aeruginosa and S. aureus

However, some clinical observations are at odds with these
models of interspecies competition; for example, concurrent
isolation of these organisms is common in CF respiratory disease
and also in other respiratory diseases and in chronic wound infections. Table 1 presents a summary of clinical studies reporting
coinfection with P. aeruginosa and S. aureus. For CF, coinfection frequencies ranging from 8.6% to 60% of patients were
reported, with an average of 28.3% (eight independent studies,
1432 patients total). The highest rates of coinfection have been
observed for patients in their mid-twenties, but substantial
frequencies have also been reported in patients ranging from 8
to 55 years.35–37
Identifying consistent and clinically meaningful definitions for
‘infection’ for individual organisms is challenging for chronic
diseases, a problem that is further amplified when applied to
polymicrobial infections. Thus, the challenges encountered using
epidemiological data to discern functional relationships is not
surprising. For CF, monoinfections are most frequently defined
using modifications of the ‘Leeds Criteria’ for P. aeruginosa. The
categories provided by this definition include never having a
positive culture, free of a positive culture in the past 12 months,
intermittent infection (fewer than 50% of cultures in the past
year positive) and chronic infection (more than 50% of cultures
in the past year positive).38 For polymicrobial infection, certain
studies considered patients coinfected when they were intermittently or chronically infected with both organisms in the past
year.36 37 39 While useful for identifying patients with possible
or likely coinfection, these criteria do not require a single respiratory sample to be culture positive for both organisms. Other
studies include only patients who were culture positive for both
organisms from the same respiratory samples during any point
in the study period or at specific time points.40–44 This definition decreases the rate of false positives, but without examining multiple samples, it may exclude patients due to sampling
errors. Properly defining coinfection may also be influenced
by the sampling methods used, particularly in young children,
who often do not expectorate. Some studies indicate that both
sputum and oropharyngeal swab cultures can, in some contexts
and for specific organisms, reflect lower airway microbiology
identified by bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL)45 or direct sampling
of mucous plugs by protected brush (PB) sampling,46 while other
studies found poor such correlations. For example, Seidler and
colleagues found that while the positive predictive value of both
sputum and throat swabs for identifying P. aeruginosa was 100%,
Limoli DH, Hoffman LR. Thorax 2019;74:684–692. doi:10.1136/thoraxjnl-2018-212616
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aeruginosa infections.10–12 The clinical impact of these results is
controversial, however, resulting in different recommendations
internationally regarding antibiotic usage for paediatric S. aureus
infections.13 14 While a recent longitudinal observational study of
children with CF receiving prophylactic flucloxacillin in the UK
confirmed an association between prophylaxis and earlier P. aeruginosa detection, it remains unknown if this was due to reduction in S. aureus infection.10 A recent study also sought insight
into this question by using US CF Foundation Patient Registry
Database (CFFPRD, 28 942 patients, age 6 or older) data to
ask how identification of each of the most prevalent CF pathogens influences the presence and future acquisition of another
pathogen.15 In cross-sectional analyses, P. aeruginosa detection
was negatively associated with concurrent detection of MSSA, B.
cepacia complex, S. maltophilia and A. xylosoxidans (OR ~0.5)
and positively associated with Aspergillus species (OR ~1.5). A.
xylosoxidans exhibited a negative association with concurrent B.
cepacia (OR ~0.7), while in contrast, S. maltophilia was positively associated with Aspergillus species (OR >2.5), suggesting
these coinfections are common. Positive associations between
Aspergillus and P. aeruginosa or S. maltophilia suggest these
organisms either competitively interact during infection or that
the physiochemical environment of the airway is not concurrently suitable for both pathogens. The authors then examined if
the presence of one organism was a predictor for the presence of
another in the subsequent year. Detection of MSSA, B. cepacia
complex, S. maltophilia and A. xylosoxidans were all negatively
associated with P. aeruginosa detection in the following year.
These data support the hypothesis that P. aeruginosa infections
may be delayed, either directly or indirectly, by the presence of
other CF pathogens.
On the other hand, some observations support the contrary
hypothesis that early S. aureus colonisation promotes P. aeruginosa acquisition. For example, a longitudinal analysis of the
CFFPRD identified S. aureus detection as a risk factor for earlier
acquisition of P. aeruginosa.16 In the laboratory, Cigana and
colleagues aimed to establish a murine model mimicking infection patterns observed in patients with CF by infecting mice
with S. aureus embedded in agar beads, followed by infection
with agar-embedded P. aeruginosa.17 While pre-infection with
S. aureus did not alter the total burden of P. aeruginosa recovered from the lung, P. aeruginosa clearance and mouse mortality
were reduced, which the authors cited as evidence for enhanced
transition to chronic P. aeruginosa infection. Histological examination of coinfection revealed S. aureus formed abscess-like
lesions in the lung parenchyma, whereas P. aeruginosa was found
primarily in the bronchial lumen, suggesting S. aureus influences
P. aeruginosa colonisation indirectly in this model. How these
observations relate to infections in patients with CF is unclear,
given these mice were wild-type and that formation of abscesses
by S. aureus is not generally observed during infection in the
human CF airway. Further studies are required to determine if
and how early S. aureus infections might influence the acquisition of P. aeruginosa during respiratory disease.
Does P. aeruginosa competitively exclude S. aureus? At late
stages of CF infection, P. aeruginosa is most often the predominant organism.18 It has been hypothesised that this pattern is due,
in part, to the ability of P. aeruginosa to outcompete other organisms. Additionally, the prevalence of S. aureus infections later
in life has been rising in recent years, a trend often attributed
to the widespread adoption of aggressive eradication strategies for P. aeruginosa.5 However, as with S. aureus, establishing
a direct link between interspecies competition and observed
clinical trends is challenging. In the laboratory, in vitro studies
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Influence of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus on patient
outcomes
Coinfection may correlate with poor outcomes for patients
with CF

Progressive obstructive pulmonary disease with bronchiectasis is
the primary cause of morbidity and mortality in patients with
CF.5 Chronic infection with P. aeruginosa has been associated, in
multiple studies, with worse outcomes, including survival, lung
function, pulmonary exacerbations and nutritional status.53–55
However, the individual influence of S. aureus infections on
outcomes in CF is less clear. While data suggest S. aureus infections are associated with increased lower airway inflammation
and risk for bronchiectasis, primarily in paediatric studies,42 43 56
others have found an association between S. aureus colonisation and milder disease, particularly in adult patients.37 57 For
coinfected patients, accumulating evidence from multiple independent studies suggests an association between coinfection and
lower lung function, increased numbers of pulmonary exacerbations, intravenous antibiotics used per year, rates of CF-related
diabetes and risk of death, compared with patients who were
Limoli DH, Hoffman LR. Thorax 2019;74:684–692. doi:10.1136/thoraxjnl-2018-212616

Figure 1 Model of interspecies interactions in pulmonary disease.
Shown are examples of how known bacterial interactions during
polymicrobial infections can alter host innate immunity (hide or
harm), antibiotic susceptibility (help or hinder) or damage the lung
microenvironment (harm).
infected with P. aeruginosa or S. aureus only (other pathogens
may be present).36 40 41 44 Patients who are coinfected with P.
aeruginosa and MRSA are consistently reported to have the worst
outcomes among patients with either of these two species.36 41
While in each study, coinfected patients (P. aeruginosa with S.
aureus, either MSSA or MRSA) have worse outcomes compared
with patients monoinfected with S. aureus (MSSA or MRSA),
not every study performed thus far has observed worse outcomes
compared with P. aeruginosa alone.35 37 While the latter study
consisted of only a small group of patients, the reasons for the
differences in observations in this study and that by Schwerdt and
colleagues remain unclear; they may result from differing demographics, treatment strategies or definitions of ‘coinfection’.

Putative interspecies interactions influencing patient health

The correlations observed in some studies between coinfection
with P. aeruginosa and S. aureus and poor patient outcomes raise
questions about why these patients might do so poorly, and
whether interspecies interactions drive clinical observations. In
vitro studies have identified several possible mechanisms, which
are illustrated in figure 1 and described in detail below.

Interactions influence production of microbial virulence factors and
other exoproducts

Both P. aeruginosa and S. aureus elaborate an array of secreted
products that have been shown in a variety of models to enable
bacterial cells to evade killing by innate immune effectors,
acquire essential nutrients, adhere to surfaces and other cells,
and disseminate to new sites. While evidence is limited regarding
the clinical relevance of many of these exoproducts, a number of
laboratory studies have shown that the interspecies interactions
between these two pathogens often alter virulence factor production by one or both species, potentially influencing pathogenesis,
persistence and/or antibiotic susceptibility.
687
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in comparison with BAL, the positive predictive values of these
two sample types for S. aureus were only 57% and 41%, respectively.45 Thus, the rates of S. aureus monoinfection and coinfection may be underestimated using these samples. Conversely,
the negative predictive values of sputum and throat swabs for
P. aeruginosa were 60% and 50%, respectively, while those for
S. aureus were both 100%. These results, and those of other
studies,47 underscore the importance of considering sample type
when describing prevalence of specific organisms in patients
with CF. Additionally, little is known about how well an individual sputum sample appropriately reflects the airway community diversity of a patient’s entire airway tree. For example,
serial sputum samples from the same patient could conceivably
originate from different anatomical locations. However, at least
one study is reassuring in this regard: by evaluating communities in different areas of the airway by PB and BAL sampling,
CF individuals with mild to moderate lung disease, Hogan and
colleagues found highly similar communities among all sampled
sites for eight of nine subjects.46 For a more detailed discussion
on the influence of CF specimen collection on microbial community composition determination, we refer the reader to a recent
review.48
The relative abundance of each organism is also likely to
influence the presence and/or the magnitude of potentially relevant microbial interactions. Several recent studies have used
culture-independent methods to quantitatively and longitudinally examine community dynamics of the CF airway microbiome during changes in clinical disease state, antimicrobial
therapy and restoration of CF transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR) activity (please see the following recent reviews on
this topic49 50). However, while studies of patients with CF have
rigorously examined the co-occurrence (simultaneous presence
and absence) of organisms in sputum,51 the examination of how
varying levels of specific microbial species influence the presence or amount of another species in these studies is limited.
One study outside of CF performing such an analysis included
60 adult patients with bronchiectasis and determined that when
the abundance of P. aeruginosa was high, that of H. influenzae
was low, and vice versa, suggesting a competitive relationship
between the two species.52 Further studies of this type may
help to more effectively define relationships among respiratory
pathogens.

State of the art review

Polymicrobial interactions influence antimicrobial tolerance

Figure 2 Polymicrobial respiratory infections: lessons learned.
For S. aureus, cocultivation with P. aeruginosa can alter the
expression of at least three potentially important virulence
factors: Panton-Valentine Leukocidin (PVL, also called LukSF),
alpha-haemolysin (Hla) and S. aureus protein A (SpA), as
demonstrated in vitro or during coinfection in a partial thickness
porcine burn wound model.58 PVL and Hla have potent abilities
to lyse host cells such as neutrophils, resulting in tissue necrosis.
SpA, which exists in both secreted and membrane-bound forms,
has been shown to influence P. aeruginosa behaviours thought
to be required for colonisation and survival during CF airway
infection. Secreted SpA from S. aureus binds to molecules on
the P. aeruginosa cell surface, including the polysaccharide Psl
(Pseudomonas polysaccharide locus) and a motility appendage,
type IV pilus (T4P). These interactions result in both inhibition
of biofilm formation and protection from neutrophil phagocytosis.59 Among these interactions, perhaps the strongest evidence
for clinical relevance is for SpA: a recent study suggests that this
interspecies interaction may protect P. aeruginosa from eradication by antibiotics in young patients with CF.60 These studies
highlight the potential for P. aeruginosa to modulate virulence
behaviours and other clinically relevant functions of S. aureus;
however, much remains to be studied in this young field.
P. aeruginosa also has the potential to produce an extensive
arsenal of virulence determinants, which may be influenced by
the presence of S. aureus during coinfection. Many of the virulence determinants previously discussed, which may provide P.
aeruginosa a competitive advantage during growth with S. aureus,
are also capable of inflicting significant collateral damage to the
airway. For example, P. aeruginosa has been shown during in
vitro cocultivation with S. aureus to increase expression of genes
required for production of the Pseudomonas quinolone signal,
which regulates expression of P. aeruginosa virulence factors
including pyocyanin and elastase.22 27 Pyocyanin is a secreted
redox-active pigment that promotes virulence by interfering
with several cellular functions in host cells, including electron
transport, cellular respiration, energy metabolism, gene expression and innate immune mechanisms.61 Elastase is a secreted
protease with broad substrate specificity that can damage diverse
host molecules, including elastin, collagens types I and IV,
laminin, immunoglobulins A and G, complement components
and αl anti-proteinase inhibitor.62 Additional P. aeruginosa-produced anti-staphylococcal factors capable of inflicting significant damage to the respiratory environment include HQNO
(discussed above), the siderophores pyoverdine and pyochelin,
and rhamnolipids.63 However, whether expression of these
688

Further insult to the patient may occur as S. aureus responds
and/or adapts to the presence of P. aeruginosa. At levels otherwise sublethal to S. aureus, many P. aeruginosa exoproducts have
also been shown to influence S. aureus survival in the presence of
clinically relevant antibiotics. For example, inhibition of electron
transport by P. aeruginosa-produced HQNO and phenazines
can enhance tolerance to frontline S. aureus antimicrobials,
including vancomycin, tobramycin and ciprofloxacin.23 64 65
Rhamnolipids, on the other hand, increase uptake and sensitivity
of S. aureus to tobramycin.66 Production of these exoproducts
varies among clinical isolates from patients with CF and under
different environmental conditions; thus, the susceptibility of
S. aureus to treatment may vary among patients depending on
the composition of their microbial communities.67 68 Moreover, S. aureus may also genetically adapt to prolonged exposure to P. aeruginosa respiration-inhibiting exoproducts through
formation of small-colony-variant (SCV) mutants. SCVs exhibit
defects in electron transport, which simultaneously confer slow
growth on most laboratory media, reduced killing by P. aeruginosa compared with wild-type parent strains20 23 and resistance
to many antibiotics.69 SCVs are found commonly in patients
with CF70 and are associated with an increased decline in lung
function.39

Polymicrobial interactions may influence host immunity
The diseased CF airway lumen is characterised by excessive,
sustained and ineffective neutrophil-dominated inflammatory
response, which correlates closely with disease progression.71
Specifically, studies have shown dysregulation of pro-inflammatory mediators, such as IL-1772 and pro-resolution factors.73
Thus, one mechanism where interspecies interactions may influence pulmonary health is by altering host immune responses.
Findings from cocultivation experiments with host cells in
vitro have demonstrated that one species can interfere with the
inflammatory response to another; for example, S. aureus has
been observed to suppress IL-8 production by airway epithelial
cells exposed to P. aeruginosa exoproducts74; similarly, S. aureus
exoproducts have been shown to inhibit neutrophil phagocytosis
of P. aeruginosa.59 On the other hand, a study of coinfection
in a porcine burn wound model revealed increased inflammation and delayed healing at the site of coinfection, compared
with monoinfected wounds.75 Clinically, children participating
in the AREST-CF study who were culture positive for both P.
aeruginosa and S. aureus were found to have significantly higher
BAL markers of inflammation than children with neither species
detected, with a non-significant trend towards higher inflammation in coinfected compared with monoinfected children.42 Sagel
and colleagues’ investigation of the relationship between coinfection and inflammation found coinfection to be significantly
correlated with increased markers of inflammation in BAL fluid
compared with monoinfection with either pathogen.43 However,
no significant interactions between P. aeruginosa and S. aureus
were observed in this model, suggesting the effects on the
inflammatory response were additive, not synergistic. Consideration of these collective clinical, animal model and in vitro findings highlights the difficulty of defining the net proinflammatory
effects of this two-species coinfection in a complex system with
Limoli DH, Hoffman LR. Thorax 2019;74:684–692. doi:10.1136/thoraxjnl-2018-212616
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factors is increased during coinfection with S. aureus, and if they
are responsible for associated differences in clinical outcomes,
are currently unknown.

State of the art review

Host factors

Figure 3 Polymicrobial respiratory infections: (some) unanswered
questions.

diverse and variable host cell types, bacterial phenotypes and
tissue physicochemical conditions.

Mechanisms of coexistence

How do P. aeruginosa and S. aureus coexist in the CF airway
despite their great potential for competition? Putative factors
promoting coexistence during infection have been identified on
both the bacterial and the host side and are described in detail
below.

Microbial adaptation

P. aeruginosa is notorious for its ability to adapt both phenotypically and genetically to changing conditions during chronic
infection, and such adaptations have recently been demonstrated
to enhance coexistence with S. aureus. Whether these adaptions
occur in response to S. aureus or other unidentified selective pressures is unknown, but it is clear that CF-adapted P. aeruginosa
isolates are more capable of peaceful coexistence in vitro with
S. aureus. Independent groups have investigated the competitive behaviour of isogenic CF P. aeruginosa isolates collected
during different evolutionary stages of infection and found
that while laboratory strains and early P. aeruginosa CF isolates
generally outcompete S. aureus in vitro, late CF isolates exhibit
a more commensal-like behaviour with S. aureus during coculture.21 76 Frydenlund Michelsen and colleagues determined that
late isolates exhibit an altered metabolic profile compared with
early isolates, where decreased production of 4-hydroxy-2-alkylquinoline by the P. aeruginosa late isolates allowed for S.
aureus survival.65 We recently observed similar commensal-like
behaviour in P. aeruginosa isolates from coinfected patients
with CF compared with isolates from patients culture negative for S. aureus. Isolates with reduced antagonism exhibited
a phenotype characteristic of late CF isolates—overproduction
of the exopolysaccharide alginate (referred to as mucoidy)—that
consequently reduced the production of P. aeruginosa quinolone signal, siderophores and rhamnolipids, each of which are
required for full P. aeruginosa virulence towards S. aureus.19
Tognon and colleagues also evolved P. aeruginosa in vitro in the
presence of S. aureus and identified mutations in P. aeruginosa
genes involved in the production of O-antigen; however, the role
of this modification in S. aureus interactions remains unclear.77
S. aureus may also adapt to the exoproducts of P. aeruginosa in a
Limoli DH, Hoffman LR. Thorax 2019;74:684–692. doi:10.1136/thoraxjnl-2018-212616

Coexistence may also be facilitated by certain physiochemical
features of the CF airway. It has been hypothesised that host
molecules may reduce P. aeruginosa toxicity towards S. aureus,
or alternatively that spatial constraints may prevent the proximity necessary for these interactions. For example, following
the observation that laboratory P. aeruginosa strains readily kill
S. aureus in standard laboratory medium yet coexist in a chronic
wound model, Smith and colleagues determined that physiological concentrations of host albumin can inhibit the antimicrobial
activity of P. aeruginosa and promote coexistence.79 Additionally, Wakeman and colleagues demonstrated that exposure
to a host protein that sequesters metal ions (calprotectin) can
reduce P. aeruginosa production of anti-staphylococcal factors
and promote interspecies coexistence.80 The authors identified
bacteria with morphological characteristics of P. aeruginosa
and S. aureus in an explanted CF lung containing calprotectin,
suggesting that mixed communities may reside in specific lung
niches more suitable for coexistence. Further efforts have been
made to examine the spatial organisation of polymicrobial
communities ex vivo by visualising bacterial aggregates with
fluorescence in situ hybridisation in CF sputum81 and a murine
wound model.82 While these studies did not specifically focus
on the relative distribution of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus, these
two species were observed to reside in these specimens in aggregates of variable size, in close proximity to each other and to
other bacterial species; however, limited mixing between aggregates of different species was observed. Spatial segregation of
species may limit and/or be driven by interspecies competition.
Further studies are required to examine the spatial organisation of Pseudomonas and Staphylococcus specifically in airway
secretions and to determine the functional consequences of such
organisation.

Conclusions and recommendations

With the rise in culture-independent techniques, enormous
amounts of sequence data can be acquired to examine the composition of microbial communities. Advanced culture methods are
also improving microbial detection. We are now faced with the
task of determining how knowing ‘who is present’ can inform
how community members interact and influence outcomes.
Studies from P. aeruginosa and S. aureus in patients with CF
have revealed microbial physiology is altered in the presence of
another species in ways that may influence patient health. These
studies also demonstrate the challenge of identifying a causal link
between interactions and patient outcomes. Figure 2 outlines
some of the primary lessons we have learnt from studying these
interactions from CF and other clinical scenarios.
In many airway infections, microbial residents can be
either chronic or transient. Therefore, as in CF, one must
rigorously define what is meant by ‘coinfection’. Does
the identification of two or more organisms at a single
time point signify coinfection or do these organisms need
to be identified in multiple samples over time? It is likely
689
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fashion that promotes coexistence. As discussed above, S. aureus
SCVs can emerge after prolonged cocultivation that are resistant
to these P. aeruginosa exoproducts, enabling these two organisms
to grow together in vitro.23 32 While some studies have identified other adaptive changes in S. aureus CF isolates that could
conceivably facilitate coinfection, such as in metabolism and iron
scavenging,78 adaptation of S. aureus remains relatively unexamined compared with P. aeruginosa.
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that even transient interactions between species during
infection contribute to community dynamics, but the contribution may be different from those of more stable community members. Crucial in this determination, however, is
the manner of sampling and quantification of community
member populations to ensure accurate measurements of
the community composition. Several excellent reviews have
addressed this important and evolving topic. 48 83 84 Future
studies investigating polymicrobial infections in respiratory
disease should carefully consider these parameters during
study design.
Several studies to date demonstrate microbial interactions
can influence bacterial susceptibility to clinically relevant
antibiotics; much of this research focuses on the tolerance to
antibiotics by S. aureus, induced by redox-active P. aeruginosa
products. However, all of these observations have been made
in vitro; it is currently unknown if these interactions influence S. aureus metabolism or growth rate in the CF airway,
in aggregates or other lifestyles where growth rate is already
predicted to be significantly reduced. However, convergent
observations from independent groups, in a variety of model
systems (including biofilms), provide compelling evidence
that these observations will likely be important for a range
of respiratory conditions.
Many questions remain to be addressed regarding polymicrobial interactions in airway infections, including in CF
and beyond (figure 3). Many of these questions are quite
challenging to answer from epidemiological or laboratory
studies alone. In CF, monitoring how respiratory microbial communities change with antibiotics or, perhaps more
importantly, with newly available therapies that treat the
underlying protein defect for many patients with CF 85 may
be particularly informative. Further development of animal
or tissue culture models where rates of infection can be
monitored in response to changing community members
or therapeutic intervention may also lend complementary
insight. Moreover, further investigation into microbial
dynamics in other airway diseases will inform which interactions are broadly relevant and perhaps less influenced
by environmental conditions. Thus, we propose that the
lessons we have learnt from the study of P. aeruginosa–S.
aureus interaction in CF airway disease can be used to study
microbial interactions in a broad range of diseases, which
can iteratively inform and progress the study of diverse lung
infections.
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